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CRF NEWSLETTER
Established

Volume
1973

20, No.2

Editors,

Sue Ha2an, Miek Sutlon
Route I. Box I lOA
.-\nnapolis.
MO 63620

Pnxllh ..'titm f\1anagcr. Richaru Z{1pr
QUi1r1crly: Feb .. May. Aug .. No\".
SUbS4..TipLions $5.tX)

per year.

Free

to JVs.

CRF Mammoth
Cave Field Headquarters
fund
r"ising drive: Help make the planned Mammoth Cave
field headquarters a reality. Send your lax deductible
donations to the treasurer, Roger McClure, 4700
Ambcrwo(x! Drive, Dayton OH 45424. Funds arc also
solici Lcdfor the International Exploration Fund .
Personnel Manual: Kevin Dmvns is coordinating an
extensive revision of the CRF Personnel Manual.
Anyone willing to help, or wanting input into specific
subjects should contact Kevin: 3212 Springfield Drive
#1, Louisville, KY 40214.

The CRF NEWSLETTER is a publication of the
en(' Research Foundation. a non-profit organi/<.ltilln incorp,xatcu

in 1457 under the laws of

Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research.
l'onscrv<ltion. and education about ca\"cs and karst.
For information about the eRE write to: Mel
Park, CRF President, 1541 Pealxxly A,'enue,
~lcmphis, TN 3lWJ4-3831.

CO\'er Illustration.' Front Cm"Cf- Entrance room of Da
Chao Kou, 73 m high. Photo. by Ian Baren
Sec Chilla 19YI-/992,
p.ll.

BULLETIN

BOARD

Deadlille for lIexl issue is July I, Although
some leeway can be allowed for high priority items, we
,,"ould greatly appreciate receiving material for the
August issue by the above date. MS/SH.
Address Corrections: Please send address changes to
Da,.e Ecklund, 1910 Sunshine Circle, Aiken, SC
29803-9296.
Address Change: Dr John Walker and Ms Roberta
M. Burnes are plea.<;cdto announce that they arc now
residing at the same address: 2925 Seotland Road,
Memphis, TN 38128. Ph: 901-358-1803.
WK U Cave and Karst Field Studies Schedule:
Karst Geology: Art Palmer, June 7-13
Exploration of Mammoth Cave: Stan Sides, June 14-20
Spe/e%gy:
Roger Brucker, June 14-20
Karst Hydr%gy:
Will White. Nick Cmwford, and
Chris Groves, June 21-27
Advanced Cave Exp/oratioll: John Mylroie and Richard
Zopf, June 21-27.
Write to: Center for Cave and Karst Studies, Dept. of
Geology and Geography, Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green. KY 42101.
Membership
Certificates:
It seems that some
Members of the Foundation may have never received
their membership certificate. If this is the case, or if
your certificate ha.<;been misplaced, send a note to the
Secretary, John Tinsley, 1040 Oakland A venue. Menlo
Park, CA 94025.

Congratulations
to Maggie and Tom Brucker, who
are the proud new parcnL<;of Nathan Andrew, born on
January 28th.

Board of Directors Meeting
The CRF Board of Directors met in McKinney,
Texas on March 28. All directors were present except
Jim Borden, who was moving house that day. The Board
regretfully accepted the resignation of President Ron
Bridgeman, with many thanks for a job well done.
Among other milestones, Ron's presidency saw the
expansion of CRF activities to the highly successful
Lava Beds project in northern California and to the caves
of China.
Mel P-drkwas elected CRF President (sec pA ) and
John Tinsley was elected Secretary. Jim Borden ha<;
replaced Mel as Opcmtions Manager at Mammoth Cave.
The Board accepted the resignation of Tom Brucker. who
has sen'ed as a voice of wisdom on the Board for the
past seveml years. Elected to the Board were Dick
Venters and Miek SUllon, Dick is deeply involved in
Guadalupes arca survey and has served a' Guadalupes
Area Operations Manager since November, 1988; Mick
is active in the Mammoth Cave cartogmphy program,
runs the Mammoth Cave narrative description project,
leads the Missouri biological inventory, and co-edits the
News/eller, The Board caught up on a large backlog by
electing a record ten JVs to Membership in the
Foundation (sec pAj.
The options for building a proposed Mammoth Cave
field headquarters within Stan and Kay Sides' recently
acquired Rint Ridge property were discussed at length.
Also discussed were future possibilities for expanding
the facilities into a CRF National Headquarters. Also
discussed \vas the ever expanding list of project<; from
the various areas of operation. The date and place for the
1992 Annual Meeting were set for No\ember 13-14 in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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JOHN FLOYD BRIDGE

1933.1992

In 1978, John Bridge climbed Mt. McKinley with
the Ohio State Mountaineers. During their 35-day
climb, John had severe gastrointestinal problems. which
subsequently were diagnosed iL.'i having been caused by
giardia. How John \vao;; able to move upward day after

day and reach the summit was a
marvel to all his learn members.
Y cars later he commented that

climbing

McKinley

(pipe in hand) John Bridge. John had a marvelous memory for detail and had no rivals within CRF when it
came to spinning a talc or giving directions to some
remote unexplored passage. Y cars aftcr visiting a lead.
he still had a picture of the passage in his mind's cye
and could recount vi,"id details. John could recount for
hours the history of Mammoth
Cavc. He was the first to determine

that Stephen Bishop had discovered Hanson's Lost River (or Rint-

was one or

Mammoth connection fame), and
he wrote a superb introduction to

those times when one had to turn
one's mind off to pain. It turns out
that what was diagnosed as giardia

was probably

Chrons disease,

which
eventually
colorectal cancer.

During

the Zephyrus Press edition or
Ralph Seymour Thompson's

resulted

(1879) Tile Sucker's Visillo Ille
Malllllloth Cave. John had an impressive cave txx)k collection.
These will be availablc for use in a

in

this past year, John

again turned his mind off to pain
as he undcnvcnt three surgeries and
two chemotherapy regimes, and he
again <U11azcd those who knew him

ruture CRF library.
In 1966. John went rock
climbing with a group or CRF
people at Seneca Rock in West

with the power or his will. The
week berore he died the pain had
gotten so bad that John was
unable to remain in the same position for more than a few minutes,

but that did not stop him rrom
laughing

a..'ihe told a friend how on one of his trips to

Virginia.

Again. John was hooked.

Over the years, he climbed with
CRFers all over the western U. S.
and Canadian Rockies and was on
three expeditions to Ala.-',ka. where
he made several first ascents. He wa,;;a member of the

the mountains he had red a bird so much tmil food that

American Alpine Club and the Alpine Club or Canada,

it could not Oy. As another friend commented "John
was noble in death--that we should do as well."

and wa'i one of the first people to c:xplore the caves of
Montana's mountainous Bob Marshall Wilderness.

John Royd Bridge was born on 27 December 1933
in Sioux City, Iowa. In 1955 he received his BS degree

ics and biomedical engineering. He developed a number

John's professional

intcrests wcre in Ouid mechan-

East and achieved the rank or Lieutenant Commander.
During this period, he developed'a love ror sailing and

of practical solutions to heat transfcr problems. His
enthusiasm for ncw and complex problems inspired
many students, who valued John not only as an understanding advisor but also as a thoughtful and encoumg-

got his pilot license.

ing friend. There arc many people who attribute their

in Mechanical Engineering from Iowa State Univel1iity.
In th~ U. S.Navy. he loured the Mediterranean and Far

John went to graduate school at

Ohio State University (OSU) where he received his MS
and in 1963 his PhD in Mechanical Engineering. John
remained at OSU ali a faculty member.
His first cave trip was in 1964. He. Joe Davidson,

Casey Cronk, and Chuck MeLarnan (deceased), aJl or
whom were active in CRF at one time or another. vis-

ited caves in Carter County Kentucky. Joe invited John
to Rint Ridge, where he made trips to Bedquill and rediscovered several long-rorgotten historical parts or the
cave. And so John

\Va,;;

hooked, and remained so for the

rest or his lire. He did make cave trips to places other
than the Ridge, but not many.
During the 1960s and early 1970s OSU was alive
\...'ith CRFers. and CRF activity centered in John's amI

Joe's orriees. Many people remember this period as the
Golden Years or Rint Ridge caving--the days or the
Spelee Hut, Worthy Washington, the Q survey, miles
or virgin passage on every trip (at least, that is how it is
remembered), and stories told by the master story teJler

professional

success to John's friendship.

John never hesitated to say or to do exactly what he
wanted; yet he was very sensitivc. During the hcight of
the Victnam conflict. he became concerned over the
plight of Vietnam refugees and sponsored a family that
was relocated in Columbus. Ohio. He became a mentor
of the children in their pursuit of academic interests.
We will probably never know how many peoplc
John introduced to CRF nor how many people's lives
were changed because of him, but there were a lot--at

lcast rour marriages probably would not have occurred ir
not for John. As a friend recently wrotc, there was only
"one disadvantage to John: his pipe, or rather. the foul
smell that it emitted .... But John proved to be such a

good and wiJling companion that we all put up with it."
We will miss John. The times that we were with him in
the cave. on the mountain, and in the den sipping beer
were some of the best times of our lives.

Charles (Scooter) Hildebolt
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From Mel Park, New CRF President
Who am I. you might ask.

10

be a...•suming this job

after just 4 1/2 years a •• a JV? Although
newcomer,

in many ways

I

I am a relative

have been around a long

is a lr.tdition of people being fascinated with
CRF and with the Ca,.es Beyond. Fonner CRF president Stan Sides wa.',;in mcdi .....
,t1 sch()(li when he started
time. There

coming 10 Rint Ridge. but he had already memorized
much of the cave a'\ he could from tx)oks. I. l<Xl. rc.

a..

We want to continue to be the kind of people to whom
these scientists can send their student'i, and we want to
find more like them. We also want to see science grow
and prosper within the federal agencies we work with.
That is not so easy in a time of shrinking fedeml dol.
lars, but we can still support these agencies as they
pursue mandates in science. We have a lever. t(X): a
reputation among land managers. We are known a\i ones
who, given $5000 dollars of incentive, return with

$50,000 of work. We arc the people that get the job

member reading and re-reading 11le Caves /Jeyond and
The l...ollgesl Cave, staring at the maps for hours, tr)'-

done, and we should be proud of that.

iog to work oul the route to Aoyd's Lost Passage and
trying to match the passages portmycd with the roules
described in the 1:xx)k. Even earlier, I remember finding

Bridgemon speaks of a CRF National Headquarters, and

my father's True Maga:ine with the article on the C3
Expedition. Years later, in 1985,1 finally got to Royd's
Lost Passage and was Ixsidc myself with eagerness

a.... I

ticked off those part, of the route I knew from my
earlier studics.
Such is born an abiding interest in caves. When I
did arrive at Rint Ridge the first time a'i a JV, I was to
learn something more important: the people that make
up this organization equal or better the cave as some-

thing to be loyal to. We have learned to merge our
skills, talents, and personalities to produce a whole that
is larger than the sum of iL' parts. The efficiency of a
survey party, the ways we know to get parties to distant
points in a system, the way we dispense with the meaningless and get down to the important work, these are a

few e\amples of qualities 1 have scen with you people
and nowhere else.

Professionally, I am involved in mapping the brain
and studying brain stem circuitry, Mapping the brain is
not unlike mapping the world's longest cave, In both

Finally, we nced a homc. Outgoing
we have an opportunity

president Ron

to build one in central

Kentucky. This, however, depends totally on you, the
Joint Venturers who are CRF. We cannot build a homc
for the Foundation unless you have the collective will
to do it and to then run it. First, though, comes money.
We are going to have to dig deep into our own pockets

plus find ways of gathering money from outside
sources. Will you do that? This will be our biggest !a,k
in the next fe\\' years.

CRF Welcomes Ten New Members
At the March 28 Board of Directors' meeting, ten
JVs were elected to Membership

in the Foundation-

possibly a record number.
Joel Despain. Joel has been a JV for five years with the
Lilburn cartography project, where he quickly graduated
to the position of party leader. He is a rcsourcc management specialist at Sequoia-King's
Canyon National
Parks, and is the author of their recent cave management
plan, which is a milestone in setting management goals

for the 125 caves within the parks. Jocl is also a

there arc paths to be discovered and connections to be
found. In the brain, we use microscopic dye tracing

member of the Yucca Creek Conservation Ta~kForce,
which manages the exploration and conservation of

techniques just as a hydrologist uses dyes to trace underground conduits, Some of the concepL' thatI've intro-

Hurricane Creek Cave.

duced into the computer management

of CRF's survey

data arc being used in my brain mapping work. So,
while I am not from one of the scientific branches that
have traditionally done cave science. in my computer
work I have found a cave science niche that hac;; allowed
me to make some professional contributions.

As the presidency moves east, the president, the
board, and all of us are looking west. Great things are
happening out there, For one, the projects at Lava Beds
and Lilburn in California, and at Carlsbad and the Guads
in New Mexico are models of how the Foundation can
function as a group of willing volunteers and professional scientists

working with informed land managers.

What's ahead? Research is our middle name. We arc
not, as some people jokingly say, a caving club using
the guise of research to gain access to caves on govern-

ment land. Our pa,t is filled with scientists, a' well as
prominent science administrators. who have made cave
science a legitimate academic pursuit in North America.

Bill Devereaux.

Bill has been the spark plug for the

most intense and time consuming
National Monument project-the

part of the Lava Beds
general resources in-

ventory, which he co-leads with Janet Sowers. He has
provided the drive and enthusiasm which has resulted in
the completion, on schedule, of all twenty-four eave inventories.

Bill has been a caver since 1968, has chaired

two NSS regions, and is presently secretary of the
Willamette Valley Grotto.
Kevin Downs. Kevin, a Kentucky native. is the most
recent addition to the roster of Mammoth Cave cartogra-

phers. He ha, been one of the most regular partieipanL'
at Mammoth Cave for four or five years and ha, spent
considerable effort in maintaining the CRF facilities. He
continues

to serve as maintenance

officer at Maple

Spring.
/Jill Farr. Bill, one of the strongest eavers within CRF,
has been a mainstay over the past six years of the
Lilburn cartographic efforts, where he has concentrated
on mapping the complex Attic area Most recently, he
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has inilialed an program of cave diving at Lilburn using
modern mixed-gas techniques. a progmm \vhich is already producing exciting results. Bill is internationally
well known as co-leader of Projccto Papalo in Mexico, a
contender for the North American and perhaps the \\'orld
depth record.
Paul Hauck. Paul's involvement with CRF cavcrs goes
back many years to the days when he led lhe survey of
Crevice Cave, Missouri's longest. Since becoming involved with the Mammoth Cave survey five years ago,
Paul has pursued lhe goal of producing a Pohl Avenue
area map with admirable singlc-mindcdncss and
dedication.
Jail Marie Hemberger. Jan has been a major collabomtor

in CRF archeological activities at Mammoth Cave since
1984. She is especially credited for her keen observational skills and ability to process data. Jan has also
served for several years as camp manager at the
Thanksgiving cxpedition, has servcd as log kecper and is
the current supplies coordinator.
Frank Reid. Frank's experti7.e at building and using
radio-location devices ha'i long assi'stcd the Mammoth
Cave survey effort, both in the siting of entrances and in
enabling remote arcali of the cave to be precisely fixed
relative to the surface. The Mammolh Cave survey
would be significantly further behind without Frank's
contributions.
Bruce Rogers. Bruce has been a JV for many ycars,
contributing to the Lilburn and Lava Beds projects. He
conducted a cave inventory for Sequoia-King's Canyon
National Parks. resulting in a two volume report and
180 maps. He is Principle Investigator for two of the
current Lava Beds projects: mapping, which he co-leads
with Mike Sims, and mineralogy. The Lava Beds and
Lilburn projects owe much to Bruce.
Mike Sims. Mike has been a major force in the Lava
Beds inventory, and worked with lhe Monumenl for
many years before CRF became involved. He is
Principle Investigator for three of the CRF projects at
Lava Beds. He co-leads the mapping project with Bruce
Rogers. Mike is a low-key person who gelo;;things
done. He is the one project leader who is never late with
a report. Mike's contributions include participation in
the Lilburn Cave project from 1968 to 1974, and directorship of the Klamath Mountains Conservation Task
Force of the NSS from 1973 to 1988.
Dave lVelleT. Dave has been a mainstay in the
Mammoth Cave area since 1979. Wilhout his efforls,
the knowledge of Mammoth Cave beyond the park
boundaries would not be anywhere ncar where it is
today. His contributions in gate making and entrance
construction have provided essential access and protection to enlranees outside the park. Dave has also worked
with the local community to help them recognize that
cavers can be good neighbors. (Sec interview, p. [4).

Carlsbad Cavern Superintendent
Wallace Elms to Retire
The National Park Service announced the forthcoming retirement on May 30 of Wallace B. Elms,
Superintendent of Carlsbad Caverns National Park. Mr
Elms has served as Superintendent at Carlsbad since
June, 1989, and he is retiring from the same park where
he began his career in 1956. In the interim, he served in
nine different NPS units, including a post as Management Assistant at Wind Cave Nalional Park and Jewel
Cave National Monument. He served ~ supervisor at
three different National Historic Sites before returning to
Carlsbad as Superintendent. Mr Elms is a native of
Carlsbad, and he and his wife Mary will continue to
reside there. The Cave Research Foundation greatly
appreciates Mr Elms' interest, enthusiasm, and support
for the CRF survey and exploration program within
Carlsbad Caverns National Park, and wishes him the
best for his retirement.
Also retiring from the Carlsbad staff is Superyisory
Ranger Manuel H. Cortez, who has spent the lao;;t26
years of a 36 year NPS eareer at Carlsbad Caverns
National Park.

National Geographic Society
Cave Movie
The National Oeographic Society (NOS) recently
filmed within Mammoth Cave, Carlsbad Cavern, and
Lcchuguilla Cave for a forthcoming hour-long television special tentatively called Mysteries Underground,
which will include scenes from caves around the world.
The program will focus on caves and their exploration.
Filming at Mammoth Cave included interviews
with CRF cavers Richard Zopf, John Wilcox, Pat
Wilcox, Roger Brucker and Tom Brucker who t(x)k part
in the historic 1972 Rint Ridge-Mammoth Cave connection trip. The NGS crew left a vidco-camem with
CRF in order to get coverage of some of the connection
route. Richard Zopf later led a crew with the camera out
as far as the Tighl Tube (sec p.8). Ken Tankersley and
other archaeologists worked with the National Graphic
crew on pre-history and early history. including enactments of aboriginal activity and the Stephen Bishop
story. Joyce Hoffmaster, Roger McClure and Richard
Zopf spent two days with the crew filming typical CRF
activities underground. CRF was involved with National
Geographic for over two \\!eeks on a daily basis. though
aclual footage used will likely be less lhan 15 minutes.
The filming within Carlsbad Caverns National
Park was supervised by noted British cave film photographer Sid Perou. The NOS has a long-standing intereSl
in Carlsbad Cavern going back to the NOS-sponsored
Willis Lee expedition of 1924. National Oeographic
filmed at a number of other sites across the country.
including the NSS headquarters. Airing of the special
will be sometime in [993.

CRF Newsletter
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EXPEDITIONS
MAMMOTH CAVE
:-\ew Year. Dec. 27. 199I-Jan.
Leader. Kevin Downs

I, 1992

A lotal of 36 people atlended the New Ycar's expedition. Unseasonably warm weather allowed for casy
acl.'Css around the ~k. with the cXl.'Cption of heavy rain
on Saturday. which caused cancellation of trips to
Hawkins Ll!!sdon Ri,"cr and to Sides Cave. Although
the main focus of the expedition was cartography, a
great deal of geological and biological work was also attended to. A total of !300 ft. was surveyed 10 the cave,
no flo of which was new survey. There was also some
surface sun-cy.
Flint Ridge: The Pohl A\enue map was brought
closer to completion with a trip to map the maze-type
leads ncar Lower Crouch way. The party found a crack
betwccn breakdown blocks leading to a largish chamber
below, but it will need a skinny, double-jointed person
to check it. A SC<..'Ond
crew wcnt to Pohl A vcnue and

mapped a passage to the left at Black Onyx waterfall,
before il became too tight ror this group. They lhen
sun eyed 400 rl. nearby in a low, tangled area or
spaghetli.
Art and Peg Palmer led a geology trip to Ebb and
Row Falls in Crystal Ca\'e. While Peg remained at the
Falls, measuring.and interpreting geologic sections of
lhe Aux Vases and relaled strata. the others descended
into an "unmapped tangle of passages" to map strata.
Smoked initials and rust" tin cans showed that this area
had been visited bv lhe ~Id limers, but other than one
sune\' put in duri~g the 70s. this area has been largely
ignor~, The canyons arc hydrologically significant as
major tributaries to the Frenchman's Pit and Lost
Paradise drains, but casual visits are not encouraged
becausc or slippery climbs ncar the base le\el.
Mammoth Cave Ridge: A party went to Marion
A venue to clean up leads in the understory in the vicinity of Katherine's Domes. They replaced a poor sketeh,
neshed out the sun'ey wilh spray shots around the
dome, and mapped some small leads. They round a 4 x 5
inch fish jaw imbedded in the ceiling. This area contInues to provide lots of leads. some of which will require
slings and perhaps aid climbing to enter.
A party went to McGown Way off Fox A venue for
clean-up sun'ey or a low, narrow canyon that parallels
the main passage, The canyon continues. and there are
additional leads in this complex area. This trip got orf to
a great start when party members poked out the compass
reader's contact lens, and look turns setting fire to her
hair.
A party su"eyed cutarounds in the eastern end or
Belfry Avenue, then went to the D-survey crawl off
Jeanne's Avenue on the half-day tour to assess the
sketch around Felicia's Domes. They concluded that a

rope descent or lhe domes would provide the fastest
roule to this end of Belfry; next day, there was a short
lrip to rig lhe drop for upeoming work in the .area. Olher
crews worked on wet cutarounds farthcr west In Bclfry
and on low. muddy lead'i in thc same area, There was a
photography trip to Mammoth River and Belfry
A\'cnue.
River: The geology crew wenlto the newly discovered upper levcl trunk. Kaemper Avenue. On lhe way
they examined the large "Finncgan's Forest" in the Tsurvey route, and reported that evaporation appears to
have played a role in its formation, They also looked at
the L-su"ey and concluded that the ceiling undulations
arc primary, not a result of later !looding. Art Palmer
reports lhat the "undulating tube began vadose downcutting in the highest parts of loops, so lhe Imtral tube
was enlarged least there. The result is a series of high,
narrow canyons with almost no tube at the top. alternating with low, wide canyons with wide tubes at the top."
Kaemper A\enue itself is at least haIr filled with
stratified sediments lypical of all other passages at a
simllar level. Kaempcr Avenue is in the F2 and F3
uniL'iof the Ste. Genevieve formation. Where sediment
has ocen removed, the pa'isage can be seen to extend
down into the St. Louis limestone, with no bedrock
noor in sight. The sequence of passage development "is
r~lher obscure, thanks to lhe fact that the passages were
formed in several stages, with at least one major episode
of sediment fill. Corrclation with other pa'isages is
unclear ...••
Another party replaced a worn rope on the X-15 Pit
route to Kaempcr A venue. and did some rcsketch in the
T -survey trunk around the Morrison Cave junction.
They then climbed the rope up into Morrison Cave and
su"eyed a shari eanyon I<x)pto an overlook or lhe TSu"ey. At the top or another canyon, the party found a
low tube, which continues. This whole area needs to be
su"eyed. A resketeh party went to the end or the Lsu"eyand skelched back out ror about 2000 fl.
Etc: Ed Lisowski went to some off-park caves to collect heliomyzid nics ror a research projcct. The heliomyzid population ranged from zero in Dogwood Cave to
30+ in Hogan's Cave. At the last eave. they encountered
a collection of Redlleckles kellluckiellsis , in the process
of «treasure hunting" by hacking on the cave walls with
a hatchet. The biologists decided that discrction was the
betler part or valor, and lerl. Next day, Ed round lots of
nics in the arid trunk passage or Indian Cave.
A theodolite crew surveyed from the New Hope
church to try to finish up the surrace su"ey that has
been in progress for lhe last couple or years. They
nearly completed a traverse rrom the Khan Entrance or
Roppel to a nearby benchmark, but the benchmark could
nol be round.

,
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Valentine's
Day, Feb. 14-17
Leader, Howard Kalni tz

Next day, the theodolite crew did some survey on
the new Sides property, selling up on the highesl poinl
and sh(X)ting radially to many features in the area over
the sandstone eaprock. They then resumed the Toohey
Ridge tmverse, tying in bolh lhe Roppel and Weller
entrances to the survey net.

I

1

The Valentine's Day expedition followed the long
tmdilion of almost all February expeditions-a
rough,
rocky road to travcl, in this case the back road to Maple
Springs as the ferry was out with a broken drive train, a
problem which will take some months to correct. In

A special thanks goes to Larry and Charlie Pursell for camp
managing on Saturday and Sunday. I would also like to
thank Sue Ecklund for her help in the kitchen. Thanks to
Walter Johnson for helping to open and close camp. Bob
Osburn did a goOOjob managing camp on Tuesday.

addition, heavy rain closed off Logsdon River trips and
forced parties away from high footage areas into other
work that needed to be done. A total of 35 people braved
the back roads and rain.

Survey Crews: Lower Crouchway-Paul Hauck, Sue
Ecklund, Rick Hoechstctter; Pohl Ave.-Paul Hauck, Gail
Wagner, Art Seabury, Pam Duncan; Crystal Cave geologyArt Palmer, Peg Palmer, Paul Rubin. Richard Zopf;
Katherine's Domes-Bob Osburn, Peter Gray. 'Va1teT
Johnson; A1cGown Way-Gail Wagner, LaJuana Wilcher.

Cheryl Early, Norm Gibbet; Belfry Ave.-t)

Flint Ridge: There

Kevin Downs,

began to map degenemted
A venue to resketch

of trips to

into a continuing

water cmwl.

There was a trip to Marion
Christopher's
Dome and map a 10\\'

portion of Dan's Avenue thaI wa. bypassed by earlier
surveys, and another 10 the Botlle Hall area 10 clean up
tight, difficult leads. A party went to Cutlifrs Way.
After some difficulty finding the proper pa.sage, they
managed to knock a gypsum crawl eutaround off the
leads list.

Gray, Art Seabury; 5) (photography) Kevin Downs, Sheila
Sands~ Kaemper Ave. geology-Art Palmer, Peg Palmer,
Richard Zopf, Rick Olson; T-Survey-Bob Osburn, Dick
Market, Dave Ecklund, Peter Gray; l.-Survey- Bob Osburn,
Rick Olson, "'alter Johnson, Dave Ecklund; HeliomyzidsI) Ed Lisowski, Walter Johnson, Howard Kalnitz; 2) Ed
Lisowski, \Valter Johnson, Art Seabury; Surface survey-I)
Richard Zopf, Jim Borden, Dick Market, Paul Hauck, Kevin
Downs; 2) Richard Zopf, Jim Borden, Gail Wagner, Ed
Lisowski.

on the Baekdoor-Howard

in a series

Mammoth Cave Ridge:

Alex Hicks. Pat Stephens; 2) Kevin Downs, Dick l\.1arket,
Joyce I loffmaster~ 3) Gail Wagner, Brice Leech, Sue
r-xklund, Jerry Davis; 4) Jerry Davis, Roger t\fcClure, Peter

Knockin'

was another

Pohl A venue. The crew first went to the Malott Avenue
junction area to clean up leads; one possibility was left,
which will require a ladder. They then turned their altenlion to the Union Shafts area, where the passage they

A vertical

crew went to Cathedra!

Domes

to map

several "repulsive Iitlle passages". They noled some
areas of unstable rock which should be left well alone.

Kalnitz

"Not again," I thought as I looked into the entrance of
Sides' Cave. The entrance is two foot high and three wide.
James Wells moved up behind me and looked over my
shoulder. "This is the most water I've seen in this cave."
There was quite a bit of water falling into the entrance. Not
only that, but a tree had fallen across the sink, knocking
large rocks into the entrance; an auspicious start to my
second trip into the cave.
James leapt into the entrance and cleared the rocks
away. I took a breath, a last look at the beautiful day we
were leaving, and plunged forward. First the tight entrance
and then the tighter squeeze just inside. I manage to keep
my carbide lit-bonus!
It opens (a little) and crawling goes
much easier. James and Alan Cannon entcr behind me. Then
it's non-stop crawling in the water, 1450 ft to be precise.
It suddenly starts losing elevation and Presto! through
the Bobstacle and into Safety Dome. High tube with deep
canyons, pretty dry-a good place to wait a stonn out if
need be. I inspect the small cache of emergency gear stored
here.
We decide to pick up the F sun'ey which is running towards Mammoth Cal-'e. Alan is having a good time placing
suney points in fun locations (l love to shoJt compass
with my feet hanging over 90 ft. pits).
As we move down the passage a stream is heard roaring
off in the distance. Near f25 I can hear it almost directly
below us. We climb down to a clean passage with a stream
running a good amount of water. We decide to come down to

this level to survey the stream passage. After six stations
we lose thc stream through a small hole. Once again we arc
climbing m'er a big pit. On the other side we can climb
down; we head back to the pit and find the water in a side
lead. James scouts it out; it goes, but will need wetsuits.
We continue to suney. now through a gypsum
canyon. Down a small drop, then another large pit, this
one dry. James beliel-'es it is a mid level of Erin-Goes Pit.
This and thc previous pit both have good natural anchors.
The survey ends here as there is no way around.
Wc move back to the beginning of the stream suney
and start putting in a sun:ey upstream. We pass through the
K-9 dome and a few stations later sun'ey fatigue sets in.
After finding a good permanent station, we route for Safcty
Dome.
We eat, HS, and do whatel-'er we can to delay going
back into the "'ater crawl. I bust an old cyalume and, to my
surprise, it works. I lie it around my neck. When we run out
of things to say I head into the crawl. Farther on I dip my
lamp and put it out. With the others behind me I have no
good \\'ay to relight. I decide to move on just with the light
of the cyalumc, finding the travel interesting this way.
At the cntrance the beautiful day has been replaced
with a cold night. I hear grunting and groaning. Alan is
coming out, \\'ith James behind him. On the way (0 the car,
Alan's knees cramp up. He once said he could tell a gO<X1
trip because he never wanl~ to cal-'Cagain-he
remarks that
this is the best trip he's been on yd.
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A party continued the survey of the McGown's Way side
passage begun in January; thcrc is onc more lead for
small cavers.
Four trips supported historic interpretation. These
groups are making a photogmphic record of historic signalures in Pensacola and Gothic Avenues. There \vas a
short trip to the Booth's Amphitheater saltpeter works
to do a preliminary check for a proposed project to study
nitrate regeneration in Mammoth Cave soil.

Small Caves: A small-cave crew spent two days on
the North Shore, mostly in the Dry Prong area. They
found Cades Cave #1 and a few others, and ',,'erc able to
report that many reported locations were in fact not
caves. Running Branch Cave received another visit, but
isn't finished yet. The party did some resurvey and found
a new piece of pa.';;sagcat the top of some loose breakdown. In the Cedar Springs valley, two promising entrances were found, one with an active stream in it.
Thanks to Ed Lisowski, Chris Gerace, and John Korabik for
help above and beyond, but most of all to Pam Duncan for
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325 ft. of survey. A Jessup Avenue crew mapped 200 ft.
in side passages. They left a elimbing lead at
Washington Dome and several others for very small
people.
A party went out Minna's Way to push the drain
and canyon leads at the bottom of 110 ft. deep Alfred's
Pit. The drain became 6 inches high after only 20 ft"
but a good canyon lead was discovered. The whole area
wao;; moving a lot of water. and the crew wa~ soaked.
Next day, a party returned and mapped 110 ft. in the
canyon, with the passage continuing :2 n. square with a
lot of water. A wet-suit crew will be needed to push this
passage.
The "Names Without Faces" historical interpretation continued in Pensacola Avenuc. Over 800 names
have been collected so far. The group tried leap-frogging
two teams with little success and left early to \\fork on a
grid system. Next day, they checked the grid overlay
with locations in the cave, and collected over 200 names
within the grid area.

doing a great job with menus, buying, and cooking.
Survey Cre\\"s: Pohl Ave.-Paul Hauck, John
l fenderson, Sheila Sands, Chris Cannale)'; Christopher's
Dome-Rob Osburn, Scott House, Stan Sidcs~ Bottle Hal/Neil Ilammond, Terri Ilammond, ~1ike ~1ichalick. John
Korabik; Cutliffs Way-Dick Ma~cy, Cheryl Early, Nancy
Korabik; Cathedral Domes-Rick Olson. Randy Jackson.
Todd Kramer. Mark Gottlieb; .\1cGown's Way-Paul
Cannaley, Mel Park, Jenny Decker; Gothic Ave.-Charles
Swedlund. Dick Young. Dan Essig. Trent Fultz; Pensacola
Ave.- Larry Pursell. Jan Spenser. Chris Conway. Jemma
Wise, .MarkGottlieb~ North Shore Caves-Scott House,
Bob Osburn, .MelPark; Running Branch Cave- Paul Hauck,
Nancy Korabik, Art Seabury. ~1ike ~1ichalak; Cedar
Springs. Valley-Howard Kalnitz, Christine Gerace.

River: A party went to the X-iS Pit area (Southern

Sides Cave, Feb, 29

Biology: Ed Lisowski did biologieal survey in some

An off-week trip to Sides Cave resulted in 1050 ft.
of new survey, starting at the top of "Erin Gocs Pit"sec Knockill' all the Back Door, previous page.
Survey crew: James Wells, Howard Kalnitz. Alan
Cannon.

small caves outside the park, and in the Mammoth
Dome and River Hall areas in Mammoth Cave. Animals
located in the small caves included a few cricket •.•, beetles, and bristletails. [0 Mammoth, numerous white
springtails and cave carabid beetles were secn, along
with many flies-unfortunately,
these were chironomids
(midges), not the heliomyzids Ed wa' hoping for.

March 13-16
Leader, Paul Cannaley
Thirty-two peep!e braved the ferry-less park for the
March expedition, ama"ing 1260 ft. of new survey and
500 ft, of resurvey.

Mammoth Cave Ridge: The new south-flank

map
progressed with a trip to Blackstone A venue to make a
detailed lead list and begin surveying side passages, A
gocxl amount of fc:x>tageis available in this area, as long
as you don't mind small, tight, cherty crawl ways! There
was another trip to Marion Avenue to mop up leads;
nearly 4(X) fl. of new survey was completed, and a wet,
drafting drain wa, left for nexltime,

Cutlifrs Way was visited again when a crew went
out to check and survey the 17 known leads in the area.
They completed or eliminated ten of the leads, totalling

Fli"t Ridge: A party took a National Geographic
video camera to tape famous places along the 1972 con-

nection route. They made it to the Tight Tube beyond
Candlelight River before turning around. Richard Zopf
says that, although the camera is heavy, a trip with it
through the connection route would be practicaL
Highlands- T -survey connection) to complete ties between surveys on different levels, with a total of 160 ft.
of new survey. They also discovered a good but very wet
lead. Paul Rubin continued his geological and palcohydrological study of Kaemper Avenue; scallops were
measured and sediment stratigraphic columns
co",-",tructed.

Etc,: Mel !"ark and Bob Osburn spent a day painting
the newly refurbished cottage on Sides' Farm.
C...amp managers arc a rare breed. Monica Caonaley drove
down late Friday night and cooked all day Saturday and
Sunday morning before driving home. Nancy Korabik caved
all day Saturday then cooked all day Sunday. My
appreciation and thanks for the sacrifice these people made.
Survey Crews: Blackstone Ave.-Kevin Downs. Chris
Cannaley, Chris Beck. Daryl Adkins; Alarion Ave.-Paul
Cannaley. Randy Jackson, Richard Wallace; CUlli/fs
Way-Roger McClure. Nancy Korabik, Tom Black, Charles
Bugh; Jessup Ave.-Norm Rogers, John Korabik, ~larek
Wierbowski, Art Seabury; Alfred's Pi/-I) Norm Rogcrs,
Lillian Novela. Mark Ohms; 2) Lillian Novela, Bill
Putnam. Chris Beck; Pensacola Ave.-I) Larry Pursell.
Karen Early. Jan Spencer. Chris Conway~ 2) Larry Pursell.
Chris Conway,
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Jan Spencer; Candlelight River video-Richard Zopf, Joyce
Hoffma'iter. Randy Jackson; Kaemper A~'e.-Paul Rubin,
Walter Johnson; Bi%gy-I:.d
Lisowski, ~larek
Wierbowski.

GUADALUPES
Carlsbad Caverns NP, December
Report by Fritzi Hardy

28-30

A large party of CRF and NPS personncl inventoried Goat Trap Cave, a small, dry, decorated eave betwecn Midnight and Slaughter Canyons. lt had been
fully mapped, but no survey tags were found; the mystery ,vas solved by the newest caver, who found "a
whole pile of them". Evidently, the local pack rat had
saved them all in one neat pilc~so much for relocating
survey stations in that cave.
A surface survey crew located surface positions
above the E-F Junction, Apricot Pit, and the Great
White Way in Lcchuguilla Cave.
There was a trip to the Guadalupe Room to familnew-comers with that area, while Tom Rohrer and

iarize

others continued

with Rohrer's light survey ,\'ork.

Participants: Goat Trap Cm'e-Gralin
Coffin. Walter
Feaster, Kash Heitkamp, Duke McMullan, Barbi Barker,

David Ek (Nt'S), Drew Schenck (I'WS), Ken Bigley (NI'S),
Chris Ek (N"PS);Surface Survey-Tom Rohrer. Oralin
Coffin, Walter feaster, Kash Heitkamp. Duke ~fc~fullan.
Barbi Barker.

Carlsbad Cavern, President's
Leader: Pat Helton

Day Feb. 15-17

Thirty-five cavcrs volunteered their services for the
President's Day expedition at Carlsbad Cavern. The empha"iis was on adding nc\v survey to the Cavern. More

than half the participants \verc first-timers. Despite a
stomach fiu bug making the rounds, the expedition was
very productive, with a total of 3600 n. surveyed.

Left Haad Tu,mel: Al Lake of the Clouds, a team
searched for a by-pass on the SE \vall. No significant
passage was located; however, they surveyed a ehimney
and loop. In the Right Hand Fork, a 150 f1. long passage which had escaped mapping for years was finally
surveyed, and a new pit was found in the same general
area. Next day, the pit \Va" descended, and the crew
pushed ca.t for 325 ft. in highly decomted passage. This
may be a new easternmost point for Carlsbad Cavern.
Much more remains to be done here.

Mystery Room aad UJwer Cave: A survey train"

ing session l{x)k place during a survey of the south wall
perimeter of the Mystery Room. A significant lead in
the ceiling was located. Another party surveyed down
the Cable Slot pil. The south passage at the bouom was
surveyed into Lower Cave past Nicholson's Pit, tying
the Myslcry Room survey to Lower Cave. Two parties
coordinated to shoot a survey line from the Mabel's
Room balcony down into the Mystery Room.
T\\'o parties entered Lower Cave. One crew encountered tight cmwlways in a boneyard area, and did not
attempt a survey. The crew exited after a large rock fell

in an unstable area. Another party checked leads in the
Nautivoid P".lSsugearea., but all were short.
Guadalupe Room: A cre~ surveyed a pit and breakdown area in the eastern end of the f<X)m.They found
new leads and pi1.•. Next day, a party surveyed a 60 ft.
long gypsum crawl way in the Pit area near the south
wall. The passage featured 12-18 inch long gypsum

In Right Hand Fork, a 150ft. long passage
was finally surveyed, and a new pit was found.
The pil was descended, and lhe crew pushed
easl in highly decoraJed passage. This may be a
new easternmost point for Carlsbad Cavern,
nowers. Another party mapped 200 n. in the West End
pits. A party went to close out the 62-180 Room
survey: a total of 230 f1. was mapped, but they also
found unsurveyed leads for the next expedition.
One of the Guadalupe R(x)m cavers wa'\ downed by
the Ilu bug. Rescue teams were organized and equipped,
but the stricken caver regained his strength and came out
under his own steam.

Mai" Corridor, etc. In the Secondary

Stream
Passage! Blue Webbing Lead area, a crew suryeycd gning passage and a vertical drop. They returned with a
trash-bag of litter from below the visitor's trail bridge.
An old purse and other possibly historical material was
turned over to Carlsbad Caverns Resource Management
for examination. A team went to the Main Corridor
bonevard near the "Boneyard" sign. They surveyed 170
ft., ,.i;d encounlcred several hundred fect of large boneyard which they did not map, as it had survey marks. 11
was later determined that these marks wcre from the
early Willis T. Lee survey, which is not included in the
current sun-.cy compilation. The party also entered a lead
ncar Iceberg Rock and climbed down into an apparently
virgin room 50 fl. by 80 fl., and 70 fl. high.
A party went to the unsurveyed God's Condo and
added 5CXJ f1. of new survey. Historic smoked arrows
\vere found. Much work remains in this area.
Participants:
Barbe Barker, Mary Caress. Ralph Clark,
Pat Copeland. Sharon-Darnell, Dave Dell. Dick Desjardins.
~lark Evans. Kevin Ferguson. Beth Gillia. Kevin GIO\'er.
June Golaz. Gemld Gwartney, Dm'"cHamcr. Chawn Harlow.
Fritzi Hardy. Pat Helton. Susan Herpin. Tony Jones. John
McLean, Don Mittan. Ann Ness. Rich Ness. Pam
Oczkowski. Carl P'.lgano, Wayne Pierce. Jennerer
Portslleld. Adam Read. Virginia Seiser. Noble Stidham, Deb
Street. Terry Sweet. Daniel Valerta, Rich \Volfert. Spenser
Woods.

Leehuguilla

Biologieal

Inventory

(an independent project. in\'oh'ing many JVs)

Leader,

Diana

Nonhup

Two teams participated in the January Lechuguilla
expedition, and accomplished the following: 1) obtained
fungal samples from corrosion residues in the Western
Borehole and Southwestern branch, 2) retrieved the final
set of scanning electron microscope mounts from
Western and Southwestern branches, 3) obtained water
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samples from pools for bacterial culturing and for waler
chcmistry analysis 4) collccted samplcs of sulfur for

definite nood halard-it would take less than a two fool
rise in the eave pool to syphon the entrance shut.

bacterial culturing, 5) censuscd

Thrasher Ford Cave, an important gray bat maternity sile overlooking the Eleven Point River, was inventoried. A small cluster of bal, had apparenlly overwintered in the cave; bat biologist Rick Clawson states
that this is not unusual during exceptionally mild
winters. Finally, Cat Cave, an uninspiring 200 ft. long
cmwlway, provided a good work-out for a trainee survey
crew.

sites for the hair and lint

study (hair and lint accumulations along travel routes
have been colonized by fungi in places). In addition, air
samples were taken for Kiym Cunningham's helium
relea,e study, and two tours of Bal Cave in Carlsbad
Cavern were given for park rangers.
Participants:
Jake Turin. Larry Sturdivant, Andy
Messer, Todd Keay. Dick: Desjardins, Bob Roc, Brian
Mahon, Jeff Walker. Diana Northup, Cal Welboumc.

MISSOURI
January through March
Report by Mick Sulton
Almost all Missouri field trips over the winter were
in support of the U.S. Forest Service mapping and
biological inventory program.
New Liberty Cave, a long-standing mystery enlry
in the Missouri cave files. turned out to be substantial.
The owners have always forbidden trips into the cave.
but were willing to allow entry for survey and inventory. Four survey crews completed the mapping of a
half mile of passage, some of it quite large. The small
amount of water in the cave yielded lwo undescribed
species of amphipod; both species have been collected
from other area caves, but this is the only site where
they have been found together. Our USFS coordinator,
Jerry Gott, was a guest on one of these trips.
On the Eleven Point Ranch, where the USFS holds
a scenic casement along the National Scenic River corridor, three crews worked on the biological inventory of
Posy Spring and Cascade Spring. The former is a major
stream cave and a rich site for aquatic biology, with
populations of southern cave fish and Salem cave crayfish in addition to the usual amphipods and isopods.
There wao;; an attempt to complete the survey of
Bnl\vley Cave in the Hurricane Creek valley, but the
crew instead discovered an unentered side passage which
continues. A large crew mapped Statue Cave in lhe
aplly named Spring Creek valley. The cave consisls of
720 ft. of stream crawl, most of it fairly unpleasant. It
ends in a breakdown collapse, which turns out to be directly beneath a side valley-the
cave is a classic cao;;e of
stream piracy, short-eutting the downstream part of the
tributary.
Farther up Spring Creek, a closely similar ease was
discovered at Cropper Cave which ends in a syphon
direclly beneath the stream bed of a tributary valley.
When vlsited in the autumn, this site was a spring with
zero air-space, but after a long rainless spell, the
entrance was completely dry. A survey crew mapped 600
ft. of moslly wet passage varying from comfortable
walking height to very low, and confirmed that the eave
is a Salem cave crayfish site; the crayfish shared the
pools with a number of sculpins. Cropper Cave is a

Two closely related troglobitic amphipods are turning up in most of the area stream eaves. Slygobromus
ollol1dagaensis is an Ozark endemic that is a candidate
for listing under the federJ.! Endangered Species Act. The
other species is currenlly being desciibed byamphipod
taxonomist John Holsinger. The ranges of the two overlap considerably within the study area. Another currenlly
undescribed amphipod species has turned up at a couple
of sites. These rather large amphipods have been collected only from small drip pools, where they have
apparenlly washed out from the interstitial zone.
There was one non-inventory trip, to continue the
survey of Still Spring, a major stream cave on the
USFS Willow Springs District. The crew did 200 ft. of
mop-up survey and extended the main line for 250 ft. to
\\'hat appeared to be an end. However, a very low, wet
bypass wao;; discovered, leading into continuing 5 ft.
hi gh passage.
Survey Crews: New Uberty Cave- Scott HOlL~e, Mick
Sutton, Sue !lagan, Tim O'Dell, Cathy O'Dell, Bruce Black,
Bob Osburn, Jerry Wagner; Posy and Cascade SpringsMick Sulton, Sue !lagan, Rick Olson, Tim O'Dell, Cathy
O'Dell; Brawley Cave- Jim Kaufmann. Steve Irvine. Scott
Palmtag; Statue Cave-Scott House, Doug Bakcr, Tim
O'Dell, Mick Sulton, Bruce IJIack, Cathy O'Dell; Cropper
Cave-Mick Sutton. Sue Hagan; Thrasher Ford Cave-Sue
Hagan, Mick SUlton; Cat Cat'e- Tim O'Dell, Cathy O'Dell,
Bruce Black; Still Spn'ng-Doug Baker, Steve Irvine,
George Bilbrey, LiHian Novcla. Ste\'c Olson.

CO /'I<1.to ••.••l
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China 1991-92 by Ian Baren
China is full of holes, a fact noticed, commented
on, painted, coped with, and exploited by the Chinese
people for millennia. There are the ancient Buddhist cave
paintings of Dun Huang. walled fortifications in cave
entrances. and scores of niter works. Massive blocks of
limestone were erected in many cave mouths and carved
with the emperor's cdictli describing the types and quan-

tities of stalagmites and cave crystals to be mined and
scnt for medicinal

usc in the emperor's boudoir. Cavcrs

in China today may not taste medicine quite so special,
but in a country that is more than I/5th karst and limestone the opportunities for discovery arc plentiful.
Following the 1988 CRFINSS expedition to China
(detailed in Soulh Chit/a Caves), Tom Stockart, Mike
Taylor and I made a CRF-funded return visit to northern
Guangdong Province in 1990. We continued the survey

of Swallow Cave, mapped the "huge room" left at the
bottom of the map, and found more than 3000 bats in a
large dome. We returned to the 100 meter deep pit, Tong
Tian Lou (Basket Facing Heaven) and found two tight
but blowing leads on the forested bottom. We also
dropped a 33 m pit in nearby Deer Cave.
Anned with an introduction

from Professor Mo

Zhongda of the Speleology Society of South China
Normal University, Tom and I flew from Guangdong
Province to Guiyang. capital of Guizhou Province.
Guizhou Province is more than 73% karst-more
than

170,000 square kilometers-with

limestone up to 1000

m thick. British, French, New Zealandf?r and Australian
expeditions since the mid '8Os had returned with stun-

ning initial finds. We were able to spend only six days
in Guizhou, but our hastily arranged tour of potential
sites gave us ample rca,,>on to want to come back.

In the late summer of 1991, Mike Taylor secured
support for a full expedition from the Smithsonian
Maga:ljnc to explore what we had seen in Guizhou.

Eight of us left the U.S. on December 19: Pat
Kambcsis

(cartogmpher),

Mike Newsome,

Tom

Stockart, Kevin Downey (photographer), Chris Stine
(photo assistant), Don Coons (equipment and rigging),
Mike Taylor (writer), and myself as leader and interpreter.
After a day in Hong Kong to recover from the
flight, we departed by tr.lln for Canton, in Mainland
China. A quick plane flight later, we landed at Guiyang

Tim SlOd~art ascending out a/Chui Feng Dong (Blowing
Wind CQl,'e), Ping Ba Count)'. Photo. by Ian Baren

in preparation to hosting a field trip from the XI
Congress of Speleology in Beijin in 1994. The tour
cavc is only a taste of the caves in the area, though. and

from the site of the spiffy new hotel being built for '94,
one can gaze out over the spectacular 300m deep Zhijin
River gorge that was our first objective.
Zhijin River disappears into a blimp-sized entrance,
sees daylight sometime later in a deep karst window,

flows under a natural bridge, and through 1.5 km of
gorge with sheer 250-300 m high walls, finally disappearing into a gaping entrance before resurging somewhere in thc Liuzhong River about 3 km away.

where we spent three days at this capital of Guizhou

The day after arriving, the eight American ca\"ers
and three cavers from the University (Xiong Kangning,
Tan Ming, and Chen Xing) set 011 on the hike to the

Province and home of our hosts at the Normal
University Geology Department. We gave a day of SRT

bottom of the gorge below the village to tackle the final
insurgence, Da Chaokou (Big Slot Opening). The

practice to the student,,>and faculty and were treated to a
27-course banquet on Christmas Eve.

Chinese component

On Christmas

morning.

after a stunning drive

through karst gorges, we pulled up to the guesthouse attached to the Dajidong

tour cave, our home for the next

week or so. Dajidong, (Shoot the Chicken Cave), is the
7th most popular tourist atlraction in China The town
of Daji is undergoing a big improvement program

of the group varied during our time

in the field as their teaching and work load demanded.
We were joined later by Zhu An and Liang Hong. as
well as more senior faculty who helped with sm<X1thing
out arrangements with local town gm'ernments.
At the dripline or Da Chaokou, we started to sUf\'ey

the 73 m high entrance, and it took more than three
hours to move the survey anywhere near the cnd of
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daylight. Not only is there a well-worn path to the
entrance. but there is much evidence of old niter works,
stone steps and other evidence of human use of the cave.
By this time. the Chinese cavers were cold and
unimpressed by our slow mapping and exploration technique. Don Coons and I went with Tan Ming down the
passage to see jf it went or sumpcd. As we walked in
the rushing water, the passage got narrower and the
water deeper. We noated along the walls of the river
passage for about 600 m to a small rocky sandbar.
There, in a slightly bowl-shaped room, the cave
sumpcd, with an intriguing

but unreachable

lead visible

about 8 m off the water. Soaked and chilled, we trudged
upstream and rejoined the rest of the team in continuing

the survey, which wa. completed a few days later.
Over the next two days we were taken by a local
guide to Heidong (Black Cave) on the north side of the
Zhijin River The cave is a fossil upper level of the

Don impressed us one day by free climbing a
particularly nasty wall, while next to him a boy
often shouted that Don was taking the wrong
route and proved it by climbing the same wall
without taking his hands out of his pockets.
present river course, about 100 m above river level. We
found many niter works. small canals cut in the mud

noor to transport water for leaching, and a crenelated
wall well into the cave, once used by the locals a.
refuge from taxes, warlords and political instability. The
passage was 4-20 m wide, 15-30+ m high, and well
decorated in places. One room was large and foggy
enough for several of us to get lost. The total mapped
length stands at 4 km.
On a day when our team split in two, both found
caves that were called Long Qidong (Dragon's Breath
Cave) for all the steam blowing out of the entrance. Pat,
Tom and Mike Newsome surveyed a really well decorated cave 600 m to a second entrance, then looped the
survey line back on the surface for closure.

The same day, Chris, Kevin, Zhu An, Liang Hong
and I hiked up to Dragon's Breath Cave 11south of the
village. While gearing up in the entrance, we heard
noises from inside. Shortly, three women appeared wcaring large water-<:arrying backpacks each holding about 5
gallons, and sharing a single kerosene lamp. A tough
way to get water, but still easier than hiking all the way
down into the Zhijin River gorge. The women wore

cave fortifications

that we saw went through real

hardship to defend themselves, using caves as a vital
resource for survival. Don impressed us one day by free
climbing a particularly nasty wall, while next to him a
boy of ten shouted that Don was taking the wrong route
and proved it by climbing the same wall without once
taking his hands out of his pocket.•.
Dragon's Breath Cave 11went about 100m to a 26
m drop. From there we surveyed to a confusing dead-end
serpentine passage, then set off in the opposite direction
from the drop. It lead down a movie-set perfect dry passage with some very pretty crystals on the walls and
ceiling. After about three hours of productive survey,
Zhu An stopped and said, "It is time to go to dinner. We
are meeting the jeep in half an hour". With large going
cave ahead of our lamps and snow and rain outside the
cave. it was hard to leave. But group caving in China is
not like in the US. Food is very important, and the
words "safety" and "security" are used to mean anything
from eating threc meals a day and not caving too late at
night to not telling us the group's plans. This was the
biggest frustration during the expedition,

but as our two

teams work together in the future this should become
less of a problem.
Dragon's Breath Cave II was eventually

surveyed to

1900 m, but it exacted a price. On the last trip, Mike
Newsome was plagued by an unexpected slide down a
steep scree slope, getting stuck in a vertical crawl way,
and having a nut in the rope rigging pop out. Mike absorbed all the bad spirits of the cave, which by Chinese
caving custom we should have chased off with fireworks

set off in the entrance before starting. This important
safety technique wac;;soon undertaken with zeal, except

in caves that seemed to be taking air.
In the next three days we rappelled into the gaping
karst window upstream of Da Chaokou, a free drop of
170 meters. We surveyed from the insurgence, through
the natural bridge and into the cave upstream for about I
km before emerging next to a very well-kept hydroelectric station practically in the mouth of the cave.
One morning four of us had a meeting with the
director of the Shoot the Chicken cave, Mr. He Shirong,
to report on our findings and comment on the status of
conservation in the cave. Pal displayed the maps she had

drafted. We talked about ways visitors could be better
managed to have less impact on the cave environment,

a. well as more "natural" lighting, and suggested more
conservation

messages

be included in the cave's displays

threadbare sneakers to climb a trail that not a few of us
had slipped on while using fancy hiking boots. .

and published material. We had anticipated the meeting

In many encounters like this, we all gained a dcep
respect for the persistence and skill that the local popu-

officials, but left very much impressed with Mr. Shi and

lation showed in using the caves for water. for washing

clothes, even for food, by gathering birds' nests. People
in worn shoes and one layer of cotton pants would

follow us deep into river caves, following the strange
Westerners in their yards of neoprene, leather and nylon.
The nitrate workers and people who built the many in-

as just one more mcet-and-grcet

with uninterested

his stafrs interest and concern.

We finished our work in Zhijin County on January
3rd, and left for Anshun, a large industrial town where
we stayed a day, cleaned up a bit, and then all except
Kevin and I left for Pingba County, the second area of
our exploration.

Kevin had a stomach virus that sent
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him to bed for two Jays, and I stayed to interpret for
him. All of us suffered from colds, llu-Iikc symptoms,
and other ailments. The weather was partly to blame,
perhaps along with the food which ranged from the
merely unusual (nmdles in lard) to the truly exotie (dog
slc\\' and raw giblcL"tover mxxJlcs).
In our 45 days in China, we had three sunny Jay's,

the rest being min and snow with temperatures rarely
rising above 40. Still, the wcather wa.;; to our advantage.
The caves Tom and I saw in our 1991 rcconnaissan(;c
''''ere all taking big water in November, so this year we
came in Dcccm~r and January to take advantage of the
lowest annual waler level. The idea worked well; the
water was below the mging 10rrc011c\'c1 we ,l.KlW so
much evidence or: tree trunks wedged high, and organic
matter plastered 20-30 m up the walls.
In Zhijin, the guesthouse was fiued \\lith a little
ceramic coal bml'jcr for \\'armth and at lea'it partly drying
our clothes. However, they spewed coal and sulfur
fumes right into the nx)m, and opening a window only
served to lose the modest heat output. So, using cardlxXlrd, duct tape, and sections of stovepipe, we vented
thc killer fumes out a window.
When Kevin recovered, we joined the rest of the
crew in Guadou village. Our first day, Kevin and I went
with Chen Xing to I{x)kat a cave \••..
ith archeological
significance. After a two hour jeep ride, we entered the
cave and saw a sight that took a few minutes to fully
com prehend. More than 700 wcxxlen corti ns \\'crc
slacked up. Many were broken, and bones, ribs, vertebrae and skulls were all over the place: The site ha..'ibecn
in continuous usc for more than 1000 years by a single
elan of the Miao Minority people. When the eoffins get
crowded, cvery 300 years or so. the clan sets fire to
them to make more r{x)m.
The others had already started the survey of a ea\e
Tom and I had poked into in 1990, Doubin Dong
(Hiding Soldiers Cavc). As in many area'i of China,
from earliest history until the mid 1940s, army enlistment was often less than voluntary. Local people commonly hid in caves and on karst pinnacles to avoid
being taken by the press-gang.
Doubin Dong's entrance I(x)ks out over the San
Cha Rivcr and appeared to be the most likely rcsurgcnce
for two or three large insurgences to the south.
Surveying through a s\vitch-back maze pa'isage, we
found the remains of an carly explorer who had fallen
from an upper level passage. Most of the skeleton had
scattered but one thigh bone had somehow become encrusted in flowstonc on the sidc of a ncarby column.
After 1200 m of winding passage, we hit helmet-high
waler that require the use of inner-tubes. Xiong
Kangning, Liang Hong, and two American cavcrs followed the water for 1 km south to an upper-level, dry
maze in which it wa'i casy to get lost. This promising
lead had to be left for another trip.
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We surveycd downstream into all three of the insurgences south of Guadou. All still have going cave. The
first, Hua Ta Dong, featured a spring used for clothes
wac.;hingatxwe the entrance. Wc followed a large stream
pac.;sagethrough a \vide sandy passage. seeming to end
in a sump. On the lac.;tday. Don and Chris found a possible bypass, so this is still promising.
YouCai Dong had some of thc clearest water encountered in an area where yellowish streams arc the
rule, but after only 5(X)m it changed from easy walking
stream passagc to a deep stream. We had forgottcn the
inncr tubes, so we moved on to the most promising
looking of the thrcc insurgences.
XiaoLu Dong started with an imprcssi\'c walled
fortification in the 50 m high entrJ.nce, and slowly got
smallcr and smaller. Cavers from thc University had
explored it a few years ago and had been stopped by a
waterfall. Wc set bolts along the wall to redirect the
rope out of the heavy water and Chris mppclled X meters
into a swift stream in a slot. He came right back up,
muuering something alx)ut bringing more than a farmcr
john wetsuit next time. Tom and I went down. ticd on
40 m of handline. and Ict the current lake us downstream. Just as the line ended, we found walking passage
that quickly lead to another watcrfall. We were out of
rope, so left another ca\'e that will nced more work.
A tiercely blowing hole yielded the best dccorated
eave of the trip. Chui Feng Dong (Blowing Wind Ca\.e)
started a'i a two by two f(x)t hole in a hillside within
walking distance of the govcrnment office that we were
staying in. Don and Chris compared the wind to that
coming out of Lcchuguilla. A 23 m drop led to a room
completely covcred in hanging 110wstone, a sccond drop.
a lake that Don swam across, and a third drop to a
section of world-class lxx)t-sucking mud. This Icd to
somc nice white stalagmites, a fourth rope drop. and a
wall of drapery that nearly cut off the pa'isage. In lwo
days of suryey, the team mapped 7(X) m to a small lake,
beyond which is still another pit. The wind in the
entrance disappears inside. but the ca\'c shows every
sign of continuing.
With three days left, one of the guides from the
village tmk us to Laowadong (Old Eagle Cave). This
wa'i a surfacc pit about 100 m across. and 80 m deep.
Chris was the first to hit thc tx)ttom and quickly saw
that thcre had to be a walking route: the trces and shrubs
had been cut for fircwo(Ki and there were stone steps in
steep areas. The team followed his shouts and hikcd
down. We surveyed into a zig-zag \'adose pac.;sagewith a
nat mud n<.X)r.The passage wa,;;20-30 m wide and just
as high. 560 m was su".eyed before we had to tum baek
to town for our farewell banquet.
We left Pingba County for three days of meetings
and tourism in Guiyang. To the Unh'crsity leaders, we
shm\'cd our maps and described what we hope to accomplish with future expeditior:s. All agreed thaI the first
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joint CRF-Normal University c(x)pcmtion was
successful and pmductivc. with more than 112.5
kilometers mapped in 13 caves. Rather than
concentrate on one cave or system, we made a
sometimes painful effort to map a useful dist.ancc
in as many caves as possible so as 10 get a better
sense of overall cave development.
This summer, four cavers and faculty
members from Guiyang Normal Uni,.crsity \\-'ill
visit the US. They plan to explore caves of the
Appalachian Karst and visit Mammoth Cave
before attending the NSS convention in Indiana
in August. President He Caihua invited the CRF

Have

to send a return expedition, tentatively scheduled for
March-April 1993. This will build on previous
c:xplomtion and will study more closely the geology,
hydrology, biology and possibly the archeological
potential of the Guizhou karst.
The 1991-92 CRF Team would like to thank the faculty
and staff of Guizhou Normal Univcrsity for all thcir
prcparation and hospitality. the Smithsonian Magazine
for supporting travel costs, the NSS Rescarch Advisory
Committee which granted thc ChinalUSA Cavcs Project
status as a NSS project, and the ~'1ct ,1Ild the Northcm New
Jerscy Grottos.

you

seen this fern? The Hart's-tongue fern (I'hyllitis
may be found in thc castcrn U.S. within sinkholes and
"cold tnlp" entrances, and ncar cntnmces that blow air. It should be
betwcen 15 cm and 70 em tall in the Kentucky and Tennessce region. The
plant is rarc. and some botanists believe it to be extinct. If you have seen
this fern (or anything that looks like it), plea,e contact Phil DiBlasi,
Dept. of Archeology, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292
scolopendriuf1l)

(502-588-6724).

Digging in Your Own Backyard:
An Interview
with Dave Weller
by Kevin Downs
It is a moist March evening. Thc streets arc still wet from thc rain that
we've had most of the day. I ha\!e Dc"'cr becn to Ddve's house before. lIe lives
about ten miles from me on the opposite side of the county and I'm looking at
the house numbers as I drive down his street. Suddenly, from the next block
down, I sec a blue flash against thc cnning sky. The trees have an eerie
electric glow like ground-based lightning, the kind secn in science fiction
mm'ies. But this is no movie-the
blue glow comcs from an arc welding
torch. Therc's no doubt which house is Davc's.
I)d"'c Wellcr is well known as a regular attender at many CRF expeditions
and is a long-standing member of the Central Kentucky Karst Coalition. He
was recently elected to Membership in the Cave Research Foundation.
Da ••..
e is most famous for his work on many successful entrance digs in
and around the Mammoth Cave rcgion. Currently he has four entranccs to his
credit. three of them into the Roppel section of the Mammoth ea,,'e System:
Wcller, Khan and the new Downy Avenue Entrance (in progress at this
writing). lie has also engineered the opening of the entrance to Hicks eave (a
downstrcam section of Hidden River Cave), gated the ferguson Entrance to
~lammoth Cavc and gated the entrance to Xanadu ea".c in Tennessee.
His record for digging manmadc entrances to Mammoth Cave, is rivallcd only, perhaps, by George
'30s. Dave's techniques are impressive indeed. Hc has a collection of digging tools that is ,,'ast: drilling
tractor, an earth mover, a backhoe, hammers, chisels, rock drills, conveyers, \\:elding machines, cutting
Standing in front of his garage I am ovcrwhelmed by the incredible array of tlxJls beforc me. Never have
onc person's garagc. I Je e"'cn ha<; his own machine shop in back.

t\1orrison in the 1920's and
machines, air compressors, a
torches, diving equipment.
1 seen such a collection in

Davc is in the process of welding an extensive system of laddcrs to use in his cntrance when it is completed.
hands me a spare welding hex>d. The intcrview begins.

As I approach he
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H'ht'll did
About

YOlis/lIrl

ca\'ing?

I G4H. I was small and in summer camp at

Olter Creek Park. My first trip was in Daniel Boone
Cave. (wcrlooking the Ohio ri,'cr. I did a lot of commercial type trips until the latc fifties. Most of my
l.'aving ha", been done since I was married.
When did ."Olf join the NSS?
I joined because I wanted to Ix an officer in the
Louis\'illc Grotto. Back then people would smoke their
NSS numbers all mer the cmes. I think they changed
when they became aware that caves were fragile and \vcrc
slO\\ly ~ing destroyed. I think the altitude towards conservation b\" NSS members is much better hxlav. I don It
like the pol~itics. ho\\'c\'cr; politics spoils caving.
How did YOll gel il1\'o/t'ed ill the CKKC?
I met Bill Walter at a Cumberland Caverns
Christmas parly in 1978 and came to Roppcl in March
01"'79. We met at the old field house back then. Pete
Crecelius brought me down because I had no transportation. Pete would drive all the way oO\\/n from Muncie,
Indiana. The first trip was so hard that on the way back I
slept all 01"the way to Louisville.
On that first trip we got into Lower Arlie Way and
Crecelius Dome. We saw one end of Kangarcx) Canyon
which we ended up by-passing because we thought it
Ilx)ked like a crawl. We got to Weller Canyon \\/hich I
turned around in. Anytime sometxxJy turned around in
something in Roppel it \••'ould get named after them.
That wa'i the first time I saw the underside of \\-'hat is
now my farm. We were surveying North Crouchway.
Jim Borden didn't believe I would come back aner that.
Were there other memorable trips?
I was in the cave the night the big flood hit. We
didn't know it wa'i going to rain when we went in-it
came dO\\'n unexpectedly. There wa"ia nice stream
coming out. When we got to the dlx)r the water was
thirty inches deep on a 36 inch d(xx. The door wa•.•in
farther then and when we got through we found the
entrance f(x)m \\'as full of water.
What were YOllrfirst trips in Rappel like?
They were scventeen hours long, we were surveying
the S survey, and the JX)pcorn was still new. The S
survey has been tamed since then; its no longer full of
sharp popcorn all over the place.
What prompted YOll to come back after your first trip?
I just don't give up on anything.
Would )'OU say Roppel was where you learned to cave?
No, before that I was working in Rockca"itle
County with Jim Reddin. We were doing some rope
work. There were a bunch of caves we worked on, such
as Mullen Springs. We would go down on camping
trips. This \vas back when my daughter wa •.•born, 22 or
23 years ago. I was living in Louisville and would take
01"1"
on Friday and cave Saturday and Sunday.

When did you jirst Xet into the cave lllodijiclItion
a.\JJf!ctsof e.tploratiol1?
Working in Ruppel. Atxml a year aftcr my firsl trip
wc startcd working on thc Wcllcr Entmnce. I spent
about a year and a half working on that. We would go
down c\'ery other weekend, sometimes during the week.
lVas that the first entrance you worked on?
Ycs. I had a lot of help fn)m a lot or friends on
that.
What was the JUlrdestpart of digging that entrance?
Carrying fivc-gallon pails of rocks out while you
wcrc bent over doublc. And keeping it up week after
week. I couldn't work but one day at a time. Sometimes
laying in there digging at the end of ill would go
through one carbide lamp and someone would slide
another one in after it on the sled. I have some sleds I
made up special. You clip a rope and a carabiner on
them. They arc about 5 inches wide and slide around you
as you dig.
How far did you have to dig?
We started at the surface. I couldn't fit through it
but Jim Borden had squeezed through there. Then we got
into a room where I could dig and we started from there.
Genemlly there was about an inch to 3 inches of space
anywhere around you, but the rest was dug oul, some of
it to walking height.
Those things ca,n drag out for so long. A project
like that goes by little by little. We had a champagne
party the night \\'C got through with stem ware set out
on the rocks. That was October, 1981. There are somc
pictures in the NSS News. All 01"my really good slides
arc gonc now; they wcrc stolcn from the Roppcl Field
House. The only copy of one picture I have is in the
NSS News.
Did tlie Weller Elltrallte opell Roppel for exploratioll?
No. The discovery of the S Survey did, but then it
started slacking off again because the trips were so long.
After it opened up, one year we surveyed 11 miles.
A nother year we surveycd ten. Wc had some good years
after thal, and then it got until it wali five or six hours
one way. That wa~ when we were working out Khan and
then way down the River. Thc next big thing wa'i the
Mammoth Cave connection trip. That I cnjoyed. Thal
was September 10, 1983. We planned it at Old Timers
and then got evcrything ready for the next weekend.
We went in over at the Ferguson Entrance. I was
with Jim Borden, the Bruckers, Don C(X)llS, and Shcri
Engler. Four othcrs \\'ent in the Weller Entrance, Bill
Walter, Roberta Swicegood, Dave Black, and and John
Branstetter.
lV/wt was the hardest part of the connection trip?
It really wasn't a very hard trip. It was only atxmt
15 hours and it was all through stufl" that I knew so that
made it easy. It was all downhill I"rom the entrance. I
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think Sheri was the only one \vho carried her gear all the
way for the whole trip. The rest of us left our vertical
gear and wet suit par.:ks at the entrance, and then the
other ere\\' picked it up. When I put my wel suit on I
left my sleeves unzipped and got sand in them-I paid
dearly the rest of the trip. My arms ",'ere really nt\\'.
lVlzm was [he rest of the trip like? Was it mostly in
walking rave?
On the Roppel side of the sump, no. !l's waist deep
and you Ire sinking almost to your knees in mud. The
ceiling is low so you're bent over, too. I've got a lot of
pictures of thal.
C/lF?
I'm not sure. I really don't remember if it was after

Whell did YOll joill

the connection or before. I'd been going over 10 Riot

Ridge and I'd already built the d(X)f at Ferguson with
CRF people. Ferguson was open and \ve just dug and
opened it up a little more 10 put the gate in. That was

On one of those trips we tried to put the first four
feet (1concrete in. ! went in at 2:30 in the afternoon and came out at 2:30 in the morning.! was
on rope the whole time; ! was fOrly feet down and
jorrv feet off the floor.
done in one week. We discussed it on a Roppcl trip and
went over and mca"lurcu it. In that weekls time we turned
in a bid 10 the Park, got it accepted, ordered all the steel
and prefabbcd the gate. We put it in the next weekend.
Was all of the gale built here in your workshop?
Yes, \von.l had gotten out that there was an entrance
to the cave outside the park. The Park paid for the expenses and even paid a crew to come over and help.
A/ler that what did YOIlslar' working Oil?
The entrance 10 Hicks Cave. Ithad occn abandoned
\",hen the originators had failed to open it six years
before. We actually got that cntmncc opened in six
\'I.'ccks.That one went pretty gtxxL In one \\'cckend I
drove 600 miles \",hill' working on the entrance.
Did you b1nslfrom the sur/ace or/rom ;m'ide the cave?
We wenl down. The original crew started going up
but we \vent down using the existing holes. It wao;;five
hours back into the cave, under ideaJ caving condi.
tions-when
you could get in. The entrance \\'as done
primarily with Phil O'Dell, Tom Ahlers and Duke
Hopper. Don Coons camc over, tex,).We had to keep the
entrance completely covered up because it wa..;so close
to houses and the main road. Most of that work Wa..o;;
done on a rope with a belay because \\'e already had
about an eight or ten inch hole that was funnel shaped,
closing in atthc boUom. If you slipped and fell you
could end up wedged down in there. A belay would at
least enable people to pull you back oul. We lost a few
t(x)ls down the hole which are still there.

On one of those trips wc tricd to put thc first four
feet or concrctc in. I \vent in at 2:30 in the afternoon and
c.:amcout at 2:30 in thc morning. I was on rope the
\vhole time~ I wa..;forty feet down and forty reet off the
noor. The only reason wc finally quit that day wa<.;thc
concrctc mixer wanted to go homc-he was tircd. Thcy
had to climb through thc fence and carry fivc-gallon
pails or water all day so I guess they were prclly tired.
The hole we dug for that entmnce makes the holc we arc
digging now look small.
IJ)okinX allhe Hicks enlranee Imlay if appears il wa.\"
done well; the culvert is stahle and the lid is \'ery secure.
The culvert is secure because there are 25 yards of
concrete around it. That'tends to pcrmanantize things.
We formed it and then rxlUrcd a bottom in there and then
put a four-rex)t length of pipe down to thc bottom. We
let that set and came back and set two lengths of culvert
on top of that. We also put rcbar in the concrete. Itls a
pretty g(xx1 entrance.
II's a fUll entrance to use.
I'vc !xcn in it once.
AI/that work and only one trip!'! Is the "\ll1i.~factionin
the actual work ofpulIinx Ihe ell1rance ill'!
I cnjoyed it. I'vc had a key to it antll'vc becn
invited on many trips. I just haven't gone back.
It seems Ihal this part of cavinx has no instant
gratification,
Well, when I finish one I start another" When we
finishcd that one, we started working on the gate ror
Xanadu. Sometime aftcr thal we finally got permission
to start working on the Khan entrance. We had becn
shut out of using the Wcllcr cntmnce because of new
landowners. I cavcd with CRF a little morc. but we still
wanted to get back into Roppcl. We had actually started
digging oncc before anti the entrance would hm"c been in
a different spot hatl we continued with our firstiocation.
I've seenthll1 other !Jole up there.
Well, that IS partly natural. While we were digging you
could hear them down in the cm"c. Then wc mdio
surveycd it. The mdio survey station became obliterated
by some unknown circumstance so we lost our referencc
to where it wa'i. After lhat I went ovcr anti dccided I
didn'tlikc the sJX)!. So I used the old tried and true way
likc you witch for water except inst~ld oj"using a
willow stick I wcnt out with cmpty hands anti right in
the middle or our rubble pile it looked like a good spot.
So that's where \''''e starled.
Well, il came in exactly 011 the edge (~/Ihe room. You
couldn't have guessed it (1/1)' heuer,
We walked right out there, looked at it, and said
"that's a g(xx1 SPOl."
So it was just luck'!
Ycs and no. We hit T<xk on that dig at three inches
below the soil. It was a slow dig; we were going
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through sandstone cobbles and lots of other rock. We
(,;ouldn't have had a better cre\\'; Dick Market and the
guys from Evansville Grotto were the help behind that
projcd. They made it a lot of fun. Khan had to be fully
timbered txx:ausc it wa~ ready to cave-in at any minute.
The culvert and lid were made at my house anu taken
down when the dig wa ..•finished.
Arter we got the entre-mec completed and scaled, I
got kind of burned out. I got involved on my farm then.

I spent four years negotiating on thal property and
finally got it in December of 1990, right during thc
Christmas holiday. It was raining the day I bought it
and it continued to min for about a solid month. It was
so soggy you couldn1{ gel in the place.
When the new J)owny Avenue entrance is operational do
you think il wil/usher ina new era of exploration in
Rappel Cave?
I think things will get back closer to normal. I
uon't know if it will ever get back like it was becausc
Lcchuguilla is now the "in" projcct, and we\'c lost a lot
of our people that were in college and have graduated and
no longer cave. We had lot,; of Canadians that would
come down back then, van loads of thcm. But wc still
have a lot of good people. The key to thc Roppel
projcct has been primarily the elTons of Jim Borden,
who calls people on a regular basis and helps kcep
everylxxly in touch.

A Survey Slation Labeling

Pencil

Rick Olson
At Mammoth Cave. sun'ey stations have been
primarily labeled with the flame of a carbide lamp ever
since the current em of exploration began. In dry upper
levels these station labels can be considered permanent;
in the f1(xxl zone they are not. Where mud banks exist,
moderately long-lasting labels can be incised with a
fingertip, and especially important stations arc
designated with a poker chip. A recently devised
alternative uses a graphite ,\...oodlcss pencil* as the lead
in a simple mechanical
1
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Above: the assembled pencil. Below: a) graphite lead [rom
woodless pencil, b) aluminum rod hammer, c) holder. d)
slip-clamp,

e) aluminum

SlY/US.

f)o you think there (lre more di,\Toveries 10 he made?
Definitely. There's lots of cave that has been \'o.:alked
right by.
What do you like (lhol/l owning your own emrance?
I al\\'ays \••'anted to own a cave. Sometimes I'm
sorry it's part of Mammoth because it's such a big
system. It would be nice to have a liule cave, one that's
all yours and not lost in the wholc thing. I don't want to
do anything that will cause the cave to be damagcJ and
obviously I donlt v•.'ant anybody to get hurt. Thcn again
it's something I can enjoy.
How many hours do }'OU think you have tied up on this
IXlrlicular elllrance?
Quite some fcw hundred alrcady and I'm not finished
yet. I\'c spent well oyer a hunored hours drilling.
/)0 you think you'll dig another entrance when }'Ofl
finish this one?
I have no plans for another one but I'll wait and sec.
There is no nced to put another entrance into the system
anywhere elose at this time. Sometime, r would like to
put a housc down there at the ~\ve.

For a retirement home?
I don't know. There are some things I like atxmt the
neighborh(xx1 and some I donlt The old story about
getting lost in the ba"iement could certainly come true,

pencil adapted from a Staedtler cr~scr holdcr (Mars Rasor
52730). A prcss-fit aluminum stylus plugs the back end
of the pencil and ha"i multiple functions. It selTCSas a
backstop for an aluminum rod hammer that is used to
drivc the lead forward, the stylus will write in aluminum
on black manganese coated rock, and it can also be used
to incise labels in weathered limestone surfaces or on
mudbanks. On mud c()\'ercu limestone, the stylus can
cut away the mud before labeling with graphite. This
yields a bolder label than writing in mud alone.
Naturally. this pencil works best on sm(x)lh
limestone, but it performs adequately on rough surfaces
as \••'ell. The best results arc obtained by making
multiple passes O\'er the rock while pressing lightly.
Pressing hea,.i!y tcnds to push the lead back in. To
advance the lead, relea,;e the slip-clamp and shake the
pencil back and forth so the aluminum rod inside will
pound the lead forward, then resecure the clamp.
This pencil was dcyciopeJ so that a ca\'er with
electric lighting could set stations, but eyen for ca\'crs
with carbide lighting, using the pencil mcans fewer
refuelings, and the choice of reflector is not restricted.
However, the greatest ad\'antage of this station labeling
pencil oyer lamp soot is that it does not easily wash off
\\'hether applied to wet or dry rock.
*lIolland # X()20 I1ruynzccl design w(xxilcss pencil (7
diameter). I chose grade HB hccause it wears well,
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CALENDAR
ANNUAL MEETING IN ALBUQUERQUE
This year's Annual Meeting will take place No\"cmbcr 1314 in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Fuller details will be
published in the August News/elter
GUADALUPES
Memorial
Day . .\1(1)' 21-25. Carlsbad C<l\"crns ~P. Jason
Richards 505-2HI-!9<",1
June 13. Carlsbad Cavern. Pat lIelton, KOo-796-0973
June 21-27. Carlshad Cavern Restoration. Dick Venters,
505-~N2-737()
Independence
Day • .July J-5. Fort Stanton Cave . .John
Corcoran. 505-KlJ2-l)()51
July 18, Carlsbad Cavern. Pat lielton, K06-7<X,-0973
Mid-Summer,
Aug. 1-2. Carlsbad Caverns ~P. Bruce Baker.
..W5-234-2lJ63

Labor Day, Sept. 5-7. Carlshad C::n'cms ;\"1'. Bernie
Sl.ukalski, 71-l-79X-.:')lJH6
Fall, (kt. 11-17. Capitan .\lountains. Dick Venters, 505K92.7370
Thanksgiving,
No\'. 2(;-29. Carlshad Caverns :\P. Dennis
lIc1ffcnslt:in, 303<~60-1)42X
:"olify the expedition lew.Jcr, the area manager (Dick Venters,
505-X92-TnO), or the supplies coordinator (!-'ritzi lIardy
505-345-17(9)
at least one week in advance.

MISSOURI
June 13.14. Doug Baker (J14) X7H-RK~1
,July 18-19. Sieve Irvine (314) 291-R49S
AU2ust 22-23. Scott Iiouse (314) 287-+~56
September
19-20. ~lick Sutton (31-t) 5-+6-2864
October
24-25. Boh Oshurn (314) 772-5813
November 7-8. Doug Baker (314) R78-RR31
December
12-13. Scott House (314) 287-435()
~lost trips originate from Alley Cenlcr in the ()J;jrk ;-":ationai
Scenic Riverways hut others may he held at Forest Service
c<Hnpgrdunds. Please call the eXIx:dition le••der a week in
advance.

LILBURN
May 22-25. Bill Farr, 8H~-357-(1t)27. Possible dive,
sedimentology,
sinkhole surveys, geological recoil. or
southern Redwood Canyon.
June 27.28. Iloward Ilurt and Jocl Despain,
(1111),2m.565.3341 (JI)). Cartography.

209-266-0521

July 24-26. Peter Bosted '+15-366-5061 (II), ..J.15-R5..J.3300 x2755 (W). Cartography, sedimentology.
Sept. 5-7. Bill and Perri Frantl., 40X-350-8S00.
Sedimentology,
cartography, hydrology, diving.
Oct. 10-12. CinJy Ileal.lit anJ John Tinsley. 408-2593K74 (CII), 415.327.2368 (Jr.II), 415.329.4928 (Jr.W).
S~dimcntolo!!y, carto~raphy. hydrology, possible divc.
Jan. 23, t993. ~like Spiess, 209.4.'4.3311 (II). 209.
431-8100 (W). Organil.ationalmccting
in Fresno; site to be
sclccteJ_

MAMMOTH

CAVE

Memorial
Day. \olay 22-2.:'. Jim Bordcll, 60(1-223-2(177
(II); 606.243.1K26 (W).
Independence
Day, Junc 26-July 6. Scott llollsc, J 142X7-4356: if no <lnswer, try 3 14-59X-43 10.
Summer, August 7-10 .. \Iel Park, 901-272-9393 (II); ~)l528-5984 (\\')
Labor Day, September .+-7. Bob Osburn, 314-772-5~13
(II); 314.956.6666 (11')
Columlms
Day. October 9-12. 1\'eil II<lIllIllOnd, 317-7XG2092.
Thanksgiving,
November 25-29. Phil DiBlasi, 502-588(l72..J.(office) or 502-551-6920 (mobile) 7 a01-.+ pm; 50296R-3576 (home 4 pm-9 pm-phone
is turned oil aner 9 pm)
or Ieinc a mcssage at 502-5X9-2340.
First :md last dates are arrival and dcpanure dates. Notify the
expedition leader or Opemtiolls \lanager.
Jim Borden, 606243~182() (\\,; can Ieare recnrding outside work hours). two
weeks in advance.
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